Abstract—We address the Lithuanian author profiling task in two dimensions (AGE and GENDER) using two deep learning methods (i.e., Long Short-Term Memory – LSTM) and Convolutional Neural Network – CNN) applied on the top of Lithuanian neural word embeddings. We also investigate an impact of the training dataset size on the author profiling accuracy. The best results are achieved with the largest datasets, containing 5,000 instances in each class. Besides, LSTM was more effective on the smaller datasets, and CNN – on the larger ones. We compare the deep learning methods with the traditional machine learning methods (in particular, Naive Bayes Multinomial and Support Vector Machine), and frequencies of elements as the feature representation. The comparison revealed that the deep learning is not the best solution for our author profiling task.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

AUTHOR Profiling (AP) is a specific subfield of Authorship Identification that aims at revealing characteristics of authors (e.g., age, gender, psychometric traits, etc.) from their writing style: synonymy and sentence structures used, grammatical or syntax errors made, etc. Thus, the AP task is solvable due to the stylometric “fingerprint” (so-called human stylome [1]): a phenomenon of individuals to express their thoughts in the written text in the specific unique ways. The stylome is also valid for the groups of individuals sharing the same demographic or psychometric characteristics. In some cases, the stylome is even attributed to the other human biometrics, as handwriting, gait or voice, and it tends to develop over time [2], depending on the age, education, social status of a person. Due to a number of potential applications in such fields as forensics, security or e-commerce, the importance of AP is constantly growing. These tasks are tackled with the automatic methods and continuous improvements of these methods contribute to the increase of the AP accuracy.

The majority of AP tasks are solved with the traditional machine learning methods and the weight vectors of features [3], [4]. The most influential examples of this field refer to Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [5], Multi-Class Real Winnow [6], Mean Proximity Clustering [7] and Holomorphic Transforms [8]. While a range of explored feature types can be found in [9],

Since methods are usually tested under different experimental conditions (various languages, profiling dimensions or datasets) it is difficult to determine, which one is the best. It is the reason why the scientific PAN competition of shared tasks plays an important role in the AP research field. The comprehensive comparative analysis on the benchmark datasets reveals potential of tested methods and the new trends.

In 2013 [10], 2014 [11] and 2015 [12] PAN competition age and gender profiling was done on the English and Spanish datasets with the traditional supervised machine learning approaches: Logistic Regression, Random Forest, SVMs, etc. In 2016 PAN competition [13] the goal was to test the robustness of methods from the cross-genre perspective and SVMs were the dominant paradigm. In 2017 [14] two more languages (i.e., Arabic and Portuguese) were added to the dataset. Despite SVMs were still chosen by many participants, deep neural networks (in particular, Windowed Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network as an extension of Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network) achieved state-of-the-art performance on the gender dimension.

In the whole area of authorship identification, authorship attribution is the most explored topic for the morphologically complex Lithuanian language (the recent research work is described in [15], [16]). Unfortunately, the deep learning methods have never been applied on the Lithuanian language in any of these tasks, including AP. The aim of this research is: 1) to test their robustness on the AGE and GENDER dimensions; 2) to compare obtained results with the results produced by the traditional machine learning methods, described in [17].

II. DEEP LEARNING METHODS

Our solving task can be formulated as the supervised machine learning, where classifiers are the deep learning methods:

- **Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)** [18]. This method is a modification of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) having a memory unit and able to learn long-term dependencies. The memory unit with input, output and forget gates is used to remember the values over arbitrary time intervals. The output with 256 nodes in the LSTM layer is an input to the fully connected softmax layer which output is the probability distribution over classes.

More information about the PAN competition is in [http://pan.webis.de/].
The LSTM and CNN methods were tested using deeplearn-
ing4j\(^2\) – the open-source distributed deep learning library for the Java Virtual Machine. Original method implementations were adjusted to solve only binary classification problems, therefore necessary adjustments to multi-class classification were done by the authors of this paper. All parameters were set to their default values, except for the maximum text length: i.e., it was set to 300 tokens (i.e., words or other text elements separated by spaces or punctuation) to match the maximum possible length of the input text (described in Section III-A).

Both deep learning methods were applied on the top of Lithuanian neural word embeddings (the description is in [21]), in particular, continuous bag-of-words of 300 dimensions generated with the negative sampling as the training algorithm. Since Seimas transcripts of \(\sim 23.9\) million tokens (described in Section III-A) are also the part of word embeddings corpora, our deep learning methods are protected from the out-of-vocabulary problem in all AP tasks. Despite we analyze the spoken edited language, the vocabulary of each speaker remains untouched. Since the vocabulary itself becomes one of the strongest evidence of the authorship, word embeddings should be the proper feature type for our solving task.

III. Experimental Set-Up and Results

A. Datasets

The datasets for our AP tasks are composed of the Lithuanian parliamentary text transcripts, representing speeches and debates by the Lithuanian Seimas members produced at regular parliamentary sessions and cover the period of 7 parliamentary terms from 1990 till 2013.

All texts perfectly represent formal spoken Lithuanian language, because: 1) the language of transcripts is unedited (texts match soundtracks), 2) words are grammatically correct. Only texts of the length between 100 and 300 tokens are considered, because: 1) very short texts are less informative; 2) too long texts might have the unclear authorship, i.e., long parliamentary speeches for parliamentarians might be written by someone else.

The experiments are carried out on the datasets for these dimensions:

- **AGE** dimension was composed of 6 classes (25,439 texts, 5,395,677 tokens, 161,010 types, \(\sim 212.10\) tokens/per text) related with the age intervals: to-29 (inclusive), 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, and from-70 (inclusive).\(^3\)
- **GENDER** dimension was composed of 2 classes (10,000 texts, 2,168,664 tokens, 101,951 types, \(\sim 216.87\) tokens/per text): male and female.

Each dimension was tested with 6 balanced datasets of 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000 texts (i.e., instances) in each class. Except for the AGE dimension: the to-29 class contained 707 and from-70 class contained 4,732 instances at most. All datasets were composed by randomly selecting the determined number of text documents from the whole set of texts.\(^4\)

The experiments with AGE and GENDER dimensions were performed with relevant datasets (described in Section III-A) of different sizes, containing 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000 instances in each class.

B. Evaluation

We have tested two deep learning methods (in particular, LSTM and CNN) with the Lithuanian neural word embeddings (described in Section II) on the dataset described in Section III-A. Rough texts (without any normalization and dimensionality reduction) were given as the input. The stratified 10-fold cross-validation was used in all our experiments. The effectiveness of methods was evaluated with the macro-accuracy and macro-f-score measures (explanation is in [22]) averaged over classes and folds.

To determine if 1) obtained results are reasonable, and 2) differences between results are statistically significant, we have 1) calculated random and majority baselines, and 2) performed McNemar [23] test with one degree of freedom, respectively. The random \((\sum(P(c_{i}))^2)\) and majority \((\max(P(c_{i}))\) baselines are the same in all datasets except for the AGE dimension with 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 instances in each class (because it’s classes to-29 and from-70 contained 707 and 4,732 instances, respectively). For the McNemar test, we have set the significance level equal to 95\%, which means that the differences are considered statistically significant, if the calculated p-value is lower than 0.05.

The results produced by the deep learning methods with the neural word embeddings were compared to the results of the traditional classification methods (in particular, Naive Bayes Multinomial – NBM and Support Vector Machine - SVM) with the frequencies of elements as the text document feature representation. The results for NBM and SVM were taken from [17]. NBM and SVM were tested with the different feature representation types: ultimate style markers, document-level character n-grams (with \(n=[2,7]\)), function words, token n-grams (with \(n=[1,3]\)), token lemmas (with \(n=[1,3]\)), part-of-speech tag n-grams (with \(n=[1,3]\)), and n-grams of concatenated lexical and morphological features. There is no single the

\(^3\)The chosen grouping is also used in the largest European data archive (http://www.gesis.org) and in the Lithuanian Data Archive for Social Science and Humanities (http://www.lidata.eu).

\(^4\)The AMŽIUS_PROF and LYTIS_PROF datasets of the AGE and GENDER dimensions, respectively, can be downloaded from http://dangus.vdu.lt/~jkd/eng/?page_id=16.
best feature representation type: it depends on the classification method and the dataset size (for the best types see Table I). Here lemmorf denotes lemmas + fine-grained POS information; lex – tokens, lexpos – tokens + coarse-grained POS; lem – lemmas; lemmpos – lemmas + coarse-grained POS; lemmorf – tokens + fine-grained POS information; chr – characters. The number next to each tag represents $n$ of their $n$-gram.

C. Results

The results of the deep learning on the top of neural word embeddings and traditional machine learning methods with the best feature types (presented in Table I) are summarized in Figure 1. The figures do not present the f-score values, demonstrating the same trend as the accuracy values.

Figure 1 allows us to make the following claims. All obtained results are reasonable, because exceed random and majority baselines, except for LSTM with the dataset size of 100 in the GENDER dimension.

Marginally the best accuracies of 0.316 and 0.609 with the AGE and GENDER, respectively, were achieved with the CNN method and the largest datasets of 5,000 instances in each class. Besides, CNN method achieves higher profiling accuracy compared to LSTM on the larger datasets for all dimensions (with 1,000-5,000 for AGE and GENDER). Whereas, CNN is often outperformed by LSTM on the smaller datasets: with 100-500 for the AGE dimension; with 300-500 for GENDER.

According to the McNemar test, the differences in accuracies between tested LSTM and CNN methods are significant with $p < 0.05$ for the AGE and GENDER dimensions with 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 instances in each class. For 100, 300, and 500 instance datasets for the AGE dimension are not statistically significant with $p = 0.32, 0.22, 0.19$, respectively. The $p$ values for 100, 300, and 500 instance datasets for GENDER are 0.37, 0.99, and 0.38, respectively.

The comparison of LSTM or CNN + neural word embeddings with NBM or SVM + element frequencies as the feature representation type revealed that the deep learning methods are applied on the top of neural word embeddings, however, in the future research would be useful to test the other types of embeddings (e.g., based on characters or lemmas). Moreover, the parameter (i.e., the numbers of layers, filters, or neurons in each hidden layer) tuning of LSTM and CNN could result in the higher AP accuracy, therefore this important step is also on the list of our future plans.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of this research – the Lithuanian author profiling experiments with the AGE and GENDER dimensions, performed using the deep learning methods (applied on the top of neural word embeddings) that have never been tested for this task on the Lithuanian language. During this research the impact of the dataset size (with 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000 instances in each class) was also investigated. Moreover, the achieved results were compared with the traditional machine learning methods with element frequencies as the feature representation type.

The experiments on the grammatically correct texts of the Lithuanian parliamentary transcripts revealed the superiority of the Convolutional Neural Network over the Long Short-Term Memory method with the larger datasets on both profiling dimensions.

The highest accuracies of 0.316 and 0.609 on the AGE and GENDER, respectively, do not exceed the accuracies achieved by the traditional machine learning methods. Summarizing, deep learning methods are not the best choice for our profiling tasks with AGE and GENDER. Despite that in the future research we are planning to continue exploring the deep learning methods (by increasing training set sizes, tuning parameters, selecting different types of word embeddings) for the author profiling.
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TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset size</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBM</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>lemmorf-2</td>
<td>lemmorf-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>lemmorf-2</td>
<td>lemmorf-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>lemmpos-1</td>
<td>lemmpos-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>lemmorf-1</td>
<td>lemm-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>lemmorf-1</td>
<td>lemm-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>lemm-1</td>
<td>lemm-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. AGE (left chart) and GENDER (right chart) profiling results: accuracies with different methods and dataset sizes. The baseline label denotes the higher value of the random and majority baselines.


